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Abstract: As we know in present days, the seismic analysis of the high rise structures and massive structure is most important 
because to increase natural period of structure and durability against seismic hazard but there is a one more factor which carry 
their unique importance in seismic analysis, this factor or effect is called Soil Structure Interaction (SSI). If seismic analysis of 
any structure is done by considering SSI effect than we can increase the flexibility of the structure in earthquake prone zones 
and structure make more durable .The SSI effect is more significant in stiff structure on soft soil. Here after studying many 
research paper on SSI analysis and found that the seismic analysis with SSI effect is more effective as compare to without 
considering SSI effect. Keyword: SSI, Flexible base, Raft foundation, Free field motion. 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 
We know that soil plays a vital role in our structure life like buildings, dames, bridges, water tanks, and so many structures. soil is 
that the base of each structure. if one ought to choose construct any structure initial we've to investigate the soil sort, nature, 
durability and SBC etc in order that our structure's life would be more durable. currently return to the purpose why we've to review 
deeply regarding soil structure, we already know that earthquake ground motions results primarily from the three factors, namely, 
supply characteristics, propagation path of waves, and native web site conditions. Also, the Soil-Structure Interaction (SSI) downside 
has become a vital feature of Structural Engineering. 
 

II. SOIL STRUCTURE INTERACTION 
SSI also known as Ground structure interaction consists of the interaction between soil (ground) and a structure engineered upon it. 
it's primarily an exchange of mutual stress, whereby the movement of the ground-structure system is influenced by each kind of 
ground and also the kind of structure. this is often particularly applicable to areas of seismic activity. if a light weight structure is on 
the stiff rock soil foundation than the motion of the base of the structure same as free field motion but if stiff and massive structure 
build on soft soil foundation than the motion of the base of the structure is different than free field motion in this condition it is 
important to consider the effects of SSI. 

III. FREE FIELD MOTION 
Ground motions that aren't influenced by the presence of structure square measure referred as free field motions. Structures 
supported on rock square measure thought of as fastened base structures. once a structure supported on solid rock is subjected to 
associate degree earthquake, the very high stiffness of the rock constrains the rock motion to be terribly on the brink of the free field 
motion. 

IV. LITERATURE REVIEW 
A number of works are given on the analysis of Soil Structure Interaction. during this review paper some literature in briefs given 
by completely different students and researchers. 
Celebi (1993) has study of relation between two adjacent building of seven storey building he use the spectral analysis techniques to 
study the relationship between the motion of free field sites. and conclude that the effect of SSI is significant when free field motion 
is different from base structure motion. it is declared that between two building at a frequency of 2.35 Hz. moreover, the free field 
motions are shown to be influenced by the presence of the buildings. 
Safak (1995) This paper says that the maximum frequency recorded in a building with SSI effect is always smaller than the 
maximum frequencies of the fixed-base building, and of the foundation when no structure is present. According to this research a 
building with SSI is non casual system because of the motion between the foundation and superstructure. The presence of SSI may 
be detected by work the relation of the building's impulse response. in this paper two example is considered first example involves a 
10-story simulated building and its calculated response, whereas the second example involves a 30-story real-life building and 
recorded response during a large earthquake. 
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Zhang (1997) In this paper, the dynamical response of soil structure interaction was studied by the continuum theory of soil-fluid 
mixtures, the building foundation system subjected to earthquake were calculated by using finite element method. In the results, the 
pattern of the deformation and corresponding contour graph of pore pressure at different- different time intervals are given, time 
displacement variation in a definite node and shear stress in definite element are also introduce. The results of the study has 
explained of coupled behavior of porous media. The procedure of this paper can be effectively used under a large of loading 
conditions from very slow to very rapid earthquake excitations. 
P. Stewart (1999) This paper explain analysis methods and system recognizing techniques for calculating inertial SSI effects on 
seismic structural response. The evaluation techniques are associated with provisions in some constructing codes however include 
extra rationally have an effect on of site situations and the foundation embedment, flexibility, and form on foundation. execution of 
evaluation approaches and system identification techniques is described the use of a building shaken at some stage in the 1994 north 
bridge earthquake. The evaluation techniques expect the located SSI results appropriately. A partner paper applies those analyses to 
empirically evaluate SSI consequences using available strong motion information from a vast range of sites and then develops 
preferred conclusions concerning SSI results on seismic structural excitation and reaction. 
Han (2002) According to this research The seismic activity of tall buildings are greatly stimulated by non-linear soil structure 
interaction against strong earthquakes. In this paper a 20-storey building is analyzed which supported on a pile foundation for 
various conditions first is rigid base, i.e. there is no displacement in the foundation. second is linear soil-pile structure and third is 
nonlinear soil-pile structure. The results of pile foundation deformation on the behavior of tall building are examine, and relate with 
the activity of buildings supported on shallow foundation. A chain of dynamic experiments were carried out on complete-scale 
piles, which includes single pile and group, linear vibration and nonlinear vibration. 
Soyoz (2004) In this thesis the impact of base isolation structures each on structural overall performance and Liquefaction 
capability turned into studied. FLAC software program turned into chosen for the analyses so that Structure and soil could be 
modeled collectively. By way of those means the soil structure interaction effects were also analyzed. Four different structures and 
three different sites were examined under two unique input motions. It was specially discovered that depending at the structural kind 
and for a certain intensity the liquefaction potential could be better than the structure in free field. Also it changed into concluded 
that base isolation systems have been very powerful For lowering the storey drifts, shear forces inside the structure and liquefaction 
capability in the soil. It become additionally located that the interaction occurred among structure, soil and input motions. 
A. Zaicenco (2007) The paper highlights using FEM and bi-directional lumped-mass-storey-stiffness numerical evaluation for the 
examine the soil–structure interaction (SSI) consequences on an instrumented building. Statistics on the structural reaction were 
acquired through the project for seismic instrumentation of a sixteen-storey r/c building with seismic data. The impact of soil–
structure interaction is genuinely determined evaluating the responses recorded on foundation and free-field. SSI will become more 
stated for higher degree of ground shaking amplifying the natural period of the structure and barely suppressing excessive 
frequencies on the foundation in evaluation with the free-field motion. 
Matinmanesh (2011) In this paper a two dimensional frame is analyzed with soil structure interaction effect using Abaqus V.6.8 
program. The evaluation Completed by thinking about 3 real ground motions records representing seismic motions with low, 
intermediate And excessive frequency content material earthquakes. Thru these analyses, affect of various subsoil (dense and free 
Sand), buildings height, in inclusion to the frequency content of the earthquake have been examined on Amplification, acceleration 
response and stress propagation on the soil-basis interface. Consequences explain that Each sandy soils amplify seismic waves at 
the soil-structure interface because of the soil-structure interaction effect. 
F. Ceroni (2012) different types of RC building and masonary buildings with SSI effect analysis are considered. and conclude that 
the effect of SSI is more appropriate when the period decreases and when the stiffness of the structure highly increase (RC shear 
walls building is more rigid than the masonry partitions building and lots rigid than the RC frame building) due to the combined 
effect of translation and rotational springs imitating soil deformability. the SSI effect cannot be disregarded a, however it depends 
on some characteristics of the structure (rigidity, height) and on the foundation soil properties. For that purpose, via wearing out 
greater distinct analyses on exclusive types of buildings, it is going to be Possible to better outline the range of variability of world 
parameters for assessing relevance or not of SSI outcomes on structural evaluation. 
John (2012) This research gives a synthesis of the body of understanding contained in SSI literature, Which has been distilled right 
into a concise narrative and harmonized below a consistent Set of variables and units. Specific strategies are defined with the aid of 
which SSI Phenomena may be simulated in engineering exercise, and guidelines for Modeling seismic soil-structure interaction 
effects on building systems are Provided. As part of the work, soil- structure interaction approaches were implemented to distinctive 
Example programs that look at the have an impact on of numerous SSI components on Reaction history evaluation consequences. 
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The ensuing tips are drawn from These studies, together with the consequences of other studies in current literature. This paper 
describes the important additives of SSI in a clean And concise way, and regular nomenclature is used all through. Explicit 
Computational equipment that may be used in engineering exercise are provided, and Programs of SSI to pressure- primarily based 
analysis approaches, pushover (displacement based) Methods, and reaction history analysis tactics are explained. 
Chinmayi (2013) The stress outcomes in the structure and raft foundation examine SSI are compared with stress outcomes obtained 
by the conventional technique of evaluation assuming rigid at the base of the structure. The outcome display the importance of SSI 
effect. this study makes an effort to assess the effect of ground structure interaction on primary dynamic function of frame building 
and shear wall frame building of different heights over different soil assets on raft foundation. The results shows increase in lateral 
natural duration and seismic base shear both and decrease in Bending moment and shear force due to the impact of soil flexibility is 
seen in frames and building with shear wall constructing on smooth soil. And Effect of SSI is negligible for bottom storey building 
but it is significant for top storey building. 
Worku (2013) the paper illustrate that if SSI provisions in few international codes are used, a big reduction in the base shear force 
could likely to be accomplished so that the magnitude of structural factors might be comparably less. The paper presents that soils 
have two great effects on the structures responses subjected to seismic ground motions. The more extensively recognized effect is to 
extend the ground acceleration at the ground level as the seismic waves moves through the soil. This impact is obviously 
unfavorable to systems based on such soils, specifically to those, the fundamental duration of which fits or is toward the important 
duration of the soil formation, due to resonance. The further important impact, which is the subject of this article and less regarded 
by means of many, is inertial SSI, which often has the useful effect of decreasing design spectral values or base shear within the 
seismic layout of a huge elegance of building systems. It's seen that the consequences of both amplification and SSI increases. 
Ferro (2013) On analysis the response of the building, while the response in the soil is usually the situation of less interest. The 
worldwide problem is therefore solved immediately in the constructing and the impedance operator, described at the boundary, is 
used as a specific type of boundary conditions that accounts the unconstrained soil effects. This impedance operator is suppose to be 
known either inside the frequency or Laplace domain. although, if non linearity are taken into consideration, the difficulty 
developed in the superstructure must be solved in the time duration. In the sort of case, this specific kind of boundary situations, that 
depends on a frequency (or Laplace) domain impedance operator, corresponds to a complexity integral inside the time area. As this 
complexity is homogeneous to a force, it is usually regarded beneath the call of SSI forces. 
E. Abdel (2014) The paper presents the analysis of typical multi storey building resting on raft foundation with ground 
structure interaction effect and without SSI. and evaluate the results of maximum base shear, bending moment and deformation. the 
results shows that the dynamic SSI plays a tremendous function in seismic behavior of mid-rise building frames inclusive of large 
increase in the lateral deformation and storey drifts and changing the behavior of the structures. Thus, considering SSI impacts 
within the seismic layout of mid-rise moment resisting building frame, particularly while resting on soft soil base, is necessary. If 
SSI isn't always taken under consideration in evaluation and design properly than the accuracy in evaluation structural safety, with 
facing earthquakes could not be dependable. The conventional design approaches apart from SSI might not be assure the structural 
safety of mid- rise moment resisting buildings resting on base of soft soil. 
Naikar (2015) Tall building with rigid base has analyzed for soft, medium and hard soil situations. Similar building is also analyzed 
for flexible base simulating clayey soil situations. With SSI effect on raft foundation Evaluation is made with the help of response 
spectrum of is 1893 (Part-I) 2002. Seismic reaction effects of flexible base in terms of storey drift, base shear and modal 
performance are in comparison with the ones of fixed base building founded on smooth soil in basis. The conclusions are made 
after evaluating the responses of rigid base and flexible base buildings for earthquake ground motion. alteration of storey drift in 
each the cases is parabolic with middle storey has maximum drift. When SSI is taken into consideration there's a magnification of 
middle storey drift. The base shear for flexible base situation maximum as comparison to rigid base situation. It is located to have 
almost doubled when SSI outcomes are taken into consideration, The natural time period is maximum in flexible base as compare to 
fixed base. The reaction of the tall building based on clayey soil has proven enormous growth in comparison to conventional 
method of assuming rigid base and founded on soft soil. and also increase in response of tall building while SSI is taken into 
consideration is because of flexibility prompted to the bottom with the softness of clayey soil. Manogna (2015) The main focus of 
this paper is to analyzed the seismic behavior of the G+15 storey RC building with piled raft foundation using linear time history 
evaluation by finite element method based on SAP 2000 software. The numerous outcomes such as time period, deformation, base 
shear and storey drift are compared and the impact of piled raft foundation performance is analyzed. this study conclude The ground 
structure interaction effects in hard and dense soil are approx similar with raft and piled raft foundation. The ground structure 
interaction effect in soft smooth soil is greater and the building responses larger with raft foundation than piled raft foundation.  
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The bottom shear and deformation are will increase with incorporation of soil flexibility. The bottom shear is mainly relies upon the 
soil situation. The deformation in soft soil may be reduced more by means of imparting piled raft basis than raft foundation. The raft 
agreement can be decreased comparably with piled raft foundation and settlement of pile is inside the permissible restrict. 
Badry (2016) On this studies paper the L shape eleven storey building supported on the pile foundation with local soil situation is 
evaluate for dynamic loading consisting of the SSI   impact. The SSI effect has been studied by way of comparing the responses of 
the fixed base and flexible base system. The observe concluded that for excessive magnitude earthquake kinematic interaction 
enhances and the impact observes at the superstructure is greater than the medium and lower earthquake magnitude. Hence the 
amplitude of the earthquake play very critical role within the kinematic interaction in SSI evaluation and EPM strategies can nicely 
be adopted for lower to higher significance Earthquake. 
Kavya H (2018) In this different RC frames and its foundation supported on various ground conditions (hard and medium soil) was 
analyzed. The effect of soil flexibility might drastically exchange the lateral natural periods of any constructing. This factor mainly 
regulates the seismic lateral reaction of the constructing frames. Subsequently, the building perhaps seismically at risk if the effect 
of soil–structure interaction isn't taken into consideration in the method of analysis. The impact of soil-flexibility on lateral natural 
period of building is suggested with decreasing hardness of soil. As a result, this effect desires to be taken into consideration very 
significantly at least for buildings of this category. 
Pratyusha (2019) a five storey reinforced concrete building is analyzed by conventional method and the same building is analyzed 
in numerical evaluation using Finite Element Method (FEM) with raft foundation by taking the soil properties and determine the 
factors deformation, bending moment and shear force. According to the evaluation outcomes the factors deformation, shear force 
and bending moment varies from conventional evaluation to numerical evaluation. Deformation of the structure increases, shear 
forces is reduces and bending moment is reduces at a few points and will increase at a few points from conventional technique of 
evaluation to numerical approach of evaluation. 
Ibrahim Oz (2020) number of collapsed buildings is analyzed compared on different soil condition. consequences have shown that 
some of collapsed buildings are almost comparable in rigid-base, stiff or even in mild soil condition. But, under smooth soil 
conditions the wide variety of collapsed buildings increase and the extent of increment is much greater importance in old and 
minimum storey buildings. Behavior of latest buildings, however isn't as vital as the old ones. Better seismic capacities of new 
structures suppress the deteriorating consequences of smooth soft soil conditions and decrease the fall apart danger of recent 
buildings. 
Kaushik (2021) Twelve symmetric multistoried building, from which, 3 frames are consider fixed at the bottom. Other frames are 
considered for 3 different soil condition and for 3 special heights of the buildings. Have an impact on of soil-structure interaction at 
the structure is analyzed for five-storey, ten-storey and fifteen-storey buildings by pushover evaluation the usage of the finite 
element method with SAP2000. The potential of the systems for various constructing heights and soil conditions are received and 
therefore the evaluation facilitates us to get a better information of the interaction among the structure and the soil medium. have an 
effect on of the soil-structure interaction on the evaluation of the structure is reflected in a reduces of the bottom shear values. It's 
observed that the potential of the building with lesser top and hard soil kind is higher as compared to different frames. 
 

V. CONCLUSION 
After studied the a good deal of research paper the significance of soil structure interaction effect in seismic evaluation shown 
majorly. This evaluation is very essential for the stiff structure supported on the soft soil condition due to the fact the free field 
motion of these systems and the structure upon it, is deviating. And in this condition it's very essential to consider SSI effect in the 
seismic evaluation. According with some study papers the form of the foundation is majorly affected on SSI analysis and in keeping 
with some different researches the seismic parameters is majorly affected on SSI assessment. So the analysis of any structure with 
SSI effect is more effective and increase natural period of structure also. 
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